WE INTRODUCE YOU THE FAT CAT!
A WILD BREAK IN THE PRISTINE NATURE
The outdoor and the exploration of natural places has become a real lifestyle. After skiing
on the slopes or in freeride, now at Carosello 3000 – Livigno is possible to stop in suggestive locations, for a snack or for an happy hour completely surrounded by nature.
Since few days a “big black cat” is running on the slopes at dawn, positioning itself in
particular locations. It’s the Fat Cat, a snow-cat furnished with a kitchen, that once opened creates a setting that combines good food and entertainment, far from the common
routes and from the huts on the mountain.
Who expects the usual gourmet offer so common in the Alps, he will remain disappointed. In the “Fat Cat” menu there are big sandwiches filled with pulled pork, beef or sausage, and hot dog wrapped in bacon. All seasoned with rosti, sauerkraut, onions and
abundant sauces. Because who really loves outdoor needs good food to have the energy
to continue exploring and living the Mountain.
A format completely outdoor-oriented, with deckchairs and tables with view on the
mountains, and an environment friendly packaging, which create an atmosphere perfectly integrated with the surrounding nature.
The Fat Cat will be presented to the guests of Livigno every Sunday at the top of Carosello 3000. Here, during the weekly event Welcome to Freedom, the ski-area presents its
most emotional activities like the Sky Experience, a paragliding flight in tandem, or the
Local Experience, a freeride day with alpine pic-nic.
During the week this particular snow-cat will be placed at the edge of the slopes in wild
locations, with the view on special landscapes. The Fat Cat can be found at the slope
“Gessi Bassi”, in the heart of the pristine Val Federia, or at Plan dal Asen, a small place
between the Polvere and Centrale slopes, that has an unmissable view on the Val delle
Mine.
Food, happy hours, spectacular locations but also lots of fun. The program in fact envisages different live rock performances, attesting that the Fat Cat, as its slogan says, is really
“Born to be Wild” . And then games, like a giant Jenga, to have good fun in company.

Although it has an identity unique in the world, the Carosello 3000 Fat Cat is the new element of the Snowlicious family of Prinoth, a concept ideated by the chef Andrea Campi.
A visionary started 5 years ago building in his house the first snow cat with a kitchen, and
that now can claim a fleet of 15 machines around 12 nations in Europe and North America.
The program with the locations of the Fat Cat is available at the web page:
https://www.carosello3000.com/en/winter/entertainment/fat-cat

